LIKE the comet out of the night—
you went—they returned. And what a "flash" acts
those Sooners proved to be in setting up a na-
tional goal for the Northwestern Tigers! Special
trains clamoring—jammed to the window sill—
lead thousands of Oklahoma football fans to the
big arena of sports that proved to be the sport of
all sports—even better than the great "American
Pastime"! The return—and the team was literally "mobbed" in Oklahoma City and at the
Norman station. So with the noise dying out and a Texas Saturday coming up, it's time
to look forward to taking care of the Longhorns,
who last Saturday established an enviable rec-
cord for themselves.

It would be folly to try to comment on one
tenth of one per cent of the thousands of Soon-
ers who took over Chicago and "adopted" North-
western. And the Chicago Advisory Council for
the Alumni Association—did they prove themselves proud with their very very successful
outing for themselves? Seen in the milling mobs of Chicago were such Sooners as DR. JOHN C. PICKARD,
'24, 26med, of Dubuque, Iowa, with whom we
were privileged to spend a pleasant hour for the after noon of
our own! Seen in the milling mobs of Chicago were Sooners like BILLY BOURNE, '16ex, the Sulphur, Oklahoma
football enthusiast and the Alumni Association's official representative on the Athletic Council,
was very much in evidence, meeting and greet-
ing hundreds of his old friends; HICKS EPTON,
'22law, of Wewoka, accompanied by his (and our)
very good friends, "JUDGE" BOB AUBREY, '28law, Wewoka, who, incidentally, has
established a far flung reputation for himself in juvenile work, enjoyed every minute of those
hours when the O. U. team was "selling a wonderful piece of merchandise" to all America:
the grown-up sister of our MARY LEE
LYON (student employee of the Alumni office),
and sister of "PAT" (PATRICIA) LYON MAN-
NEN, '34ed, Washington, D. C.—and former
Efficiency Expert in the office of the "hired
hand," namely, JIMMIE LYON PAWN, '30ex, Oklahoma City, along with dozens of other O.
U.-ites, called it a grand holiday and a successful
assembly, and now possibly will be tempted to
go Dallas way. KING, '26ex, and INEZ
BEAVER PRICE, '24ed, Norman, with a grand
Oklahoma party including PAUL, '30law, and RUTH MOZELLE BENNETT, '36ite, Ed-
inburgh, Texas; DENNIS H. PETTY, '32law, Wewoka, who visited us a few days ago
at the football opener here in Norman; the Law-
ton Sooner of Sooners, FRED B. SHEPHER,
'15, drops us a renewal membership; W. J.
"BILL" ARMSTRONG, '14, '16law, of Oklaho-
a; JIMMIE LYON PAWN, '30ex, Oklahoma City, along with the rest of the special
football course of instruction in.rb.
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